Add tracking page to lp_list

Status: Needs testing
Priority: Normal
Assignee:
Category: Learning paths / Lecciones
Target version: 2.0
Complexity: Easy
Start date: 09/05/2014
Due date:
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Spent time: 2.60 hours
SCRUM pts - complexity: 5

Description
In exercises, there is an icon for each exercise, allowing the teacher to see the results of one test for all students at a time.
In the student tracking you can see the progress and score for one student in all his learning paths.
However, you cannot see the results of all students inside a single learning path.
Add this possibility. For example, in lp_list.php, add an icon after the "visibility" icon, with action=tracking.

Associated revisions
Revision d1992deb - 14/09/2015 21:38 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Add tracking page to lp_list - refs #7150

Revision 4c421ec2 - 14/09/2015 21:44 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Validate permission on lp_report - refs #7150

History
#1 - 01/09/2015 17:05 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Angel Quiroz
Assigning this to Angel because he recently worked on something like that for UTP

#2 - 14/09/2015 21:41 - Angel Quiroz
Report added
Commit: https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/d1992debd3c9777cfbb63d0712f351f85471330

#3 - 14/09/2015 21:43 - Angel Quiroz
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee deleted (Angel Quiroz)
- % Done changed from 0 to 100